The methods to acquire data for realistic terrains are discussed. Detailed descriptions of how to get data from real terrains, modeling it manually and describing it procedurally using random influences, are given. Post processing is explained which modifies terrain data to fit special requirements like smoothness, canyons, terraces or rivers. Finally a conclusion about the advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques is presented.
Introduction
In computer graphics and visualization as well as in video games terrains play an important role. They are used in almost every outdoor scene and they form the majority of the environment structure for all kinds of geographic visualizations.
Generally a terrain model is the representation of a topology in three dimensions with a two-dimensional plane. This 2D surface can then be visualized using ray tracing or by representing it with polygons to be used for real time rendering. Usually some kind of texture mapping is applied to improve the detailed look of the model.
The simplest form of storing this is as a regular grid with evenly spaced points and a height value attributed to each point. This representation saves a lot of space because only the height values need to be stored, and a reference point in the terrain, for instance the center point in the underlying plane. Since the grid is evenly spaced we do not need to store both x and z distances for each point. Usually the used data structure is therefore a two-dimensional array which is often referred to as a height map or height field. This is very easy to store and to manipulate since it can be integrated in any kind of raster database. An example terrain using a regular grid is shown in figure 1 .
Another possibility of storing a model is a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) which is a set of contiguous, nonoverlapping triangles. Within each triangle the surface is represented by a plane. The irregularity of the vertices allows to reflect areas with various complexity while a normal grid has a fixed distribution of vertices. Another advantage of this type of model is the ability to de- scribe the surface at a different level of resolution which allows efficient real time rendering using Levels of Detail (LoD)
techniques. An example of a triangulated irregular network can be seen in figure 2. To get a realistic terrain it is necessary to find appropriate height values. Many different methods exist, each creating a characteristic type of terrain. We discuss the retrieval of real world terrains as well as the modeling of artificial surfaces.
Knowing the methods to acquire data for terrain alone is not always sufficient, so the possibility of post processing can improve the realism even more and avoid monotony. Besides modifying the existing data with a discrete function it is also possible to combine it with other data.
In this paper an overview of the methods to generate realistic height data and create terrain models is presented. It is organized as follows.
The next section deals with terrain data coming from the real world such as photos from satellites. After that we describe ways to model terrains with certain software packages in section 3. In section 4 we go into detail on four algorithms that use random numbers to create purely artificial but still realistic terrains. The improvements of postprocessing using convolutions and the combination of different algorithms are discussed in section 5. Finally the last section explains possible visualization techniques to display a terrain model. At the end a conclusion is given in section 7.
Real data
When we want to visualize the natural surface of earth, we need height information of it. Most of this "real" data comes from photos taken by orbiting satellites or airplanes. The most important satellites are LandSat, ASTER, MODIS and IKONOS which are operated by different organizations. Such an image taken by the LandSat satellite is shown in Figure  3 .
Technically there are many different methods of getting the height information. Photogrammetry, bathymetry and the use of range finders or laser scanners are only a few of these.
In photogrammetry pictures are very often taken in different wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum to get other information of the terrain as well. Having the pictures, the next step is to process them to get out useful information by reconstructing height values from the two-dimensional pictures. To do this it is necessary to create a certain procedure that parses and merges the specific images. This has to be done individually for each data source because of the differences in the provided formats. Very often there are regions of high and low sample density. For example, there will generally be a low sample density inside bodies of water and a high sample density in the areas of particular interest. There may even be a gap or discontinuity where no data could be acquired at all. A number of possible interpolation solutions to this exist. Some of them are natural neighbor interpolation, surface patches, quadratic surfaces, polynomial interpolation, spline interpolation, and Delauney Triangulation. After the height information is extracted, the terms Digital Elevation Model (DEM) or Digital Terrain Model (DTM) are then used to describe these forms of real world models. DEMs suffer from a large number of problems, including gridding artifacts, contour artifacts, and mismatches with other data sources. Since there are so many different and so specific file formats and sources the data enhancement is usually a lot of work.
Modeled data
Terrain data can also be created manually by using certain modeling software packages. To get to the final results usually there are different tools, which are used like brush tools in a painting program. When applied to a terrain grid they shift the affected vertices up or down depending on the intensity and the method used. Possible options for each tool are to define the radius and the smoothness of the influenced area. It is useful to define it stronger in the center and softer on the edges, very much like a common brush tool. For example a large tip with a soft edges would form a sphere-like mountain or valley, while hard edges would give a form of a cylinder. In fact it is also possible to modify a terrain directly in a painting program by loading the height map as a greyscaled image and using the provided tools to paint on the image, changing the grey values of the pixels.
Raising and Lowering
The most important action in modeling is to be able to raise or lower certain areas of a flat terrain. This is most likely be done by placing the pointer over the wanted position and dragging the affected area up or down. Other versions also work without dragging, but with holding the mouse button pressed while the vertices slowly move upwards or downwards. Using this tool we are able to define mountains and valleys of different sizes. It has to be kept in mind, that the selection of the tool size and the intensity is very important, especially when designing very detailed terrains.
Leveling
To create plateaus we have to set neighbored vertices to the same height. This can be accomplished by dragging a tool that gets the height value from the first position that it is clicked on and then setting all the new vertices to that height. Often this gives better result when the area of effect is more intense in the center and softer on the edges, so that the plateau has not such sharp slopes. This technique is useful when designing large areas of the same height or terraces on a mountain side where buildings should be placed.
Adding Noise
When we want a very natural looking terrain it is a good start to apply a random displacement to certain vertices. Algorithms to create these noises will be described in section 4 but it should be noted that these may not always be applied to the whole height map but only to a selected area. This may be set by using a brush-like pointer as before and dragging it over the terrain. Vertices below the cursor will be randomly perturbed up to a certain height creating very irregular hills and cavities.
Smoothing
Of course noise can also be removed by using a tool that equals height values to the surrounding ones. This is accomplished by a convolution of an affected area with a smoothing kernel. A convolution is a mathematical operator that takes two functions and produces a third function that represents the amount of overlap between the first function and the reversed and translated version of the other function (Kernel or F ilter). Such possible filters are the Gaussian or Average kernel which are also used in image processing for blurring effects. The result is a smoothed terrain with very rounded hills and valleys.
Direct vertex editing
This is more useful in case the terrain structure is a triangulated irregular network. It is the only tool which does not modify vertices in a selected area but only one single vertex at a time. This vertex is selected with the pointer and can then be dragged around in the three-dimensional space. In case of a triangulated irregular network a vertex can also be deleted or a new one can be added to the net. Since vertex editing can be a time-consuming task it is only used in computer games where close-up views are possible and every detail of the terrain has to look perfect.
Random data
Height information can also be generated by algorithms that use one or more random numbers. With these noise-like functions a height map is created that can provide terrains without the regular-ity of discrete functions and therefore increase natural realism. Such terrains have fractal properties which have originally been described by Mandelbrot [Man82] and later research has been done by Carpenter [FFC82] and Musgrave [MKM89] .
Perlin Noise
Originally Ken Perlin developed a noise function to be used for textures [Per85] , but his so-called P erlinN oise generates very realistic height fields as well. He even improved the algorithm further sin 2002 [Per02] . In contrary to common white noise, Perlin noise is coherent which means that the values change smoothly as we move from one point to the other. Therefore we have no sharp changes and no discontinuities. The algorithm works as follows.
We assume a regular grid but floating point values between the vertices are possible too for the calculation. So any point P with fractional coordinates (P x , P y ) lies inside a square of four regular points on the grid. Now we randomly pick such a point and for each surrounding grid point we declare a pseudo random vector of length one. By pseudo random we mean, that if the vector for the same grid point is calculated from a neighbor square, the same vector is returned. This assures the continuity over the whole grid. Now we also calculate a vector from each grid point to the random point P , which is very easy to do by just subtracting P from the grid point. Figure 4 shows an example of one grid cell, a random point and the corresponding vectors.
Next we calculate the influence of each pseudo random vector on the final output, and generate the output as a weighted average of those influences. The influence of each vector can be calculated by performing a dot product of the pseudo random vector and the vector going from its associated grid point to P . Now we have to get a weighted average of these four dot products where grid points closer to P have more influence on it. The result of this will be the intensity amount for the height map.
This noise algorithm can even be further improved by adding the same function scaled down to the result which gives it fractal properties and therefore a very irregular look. One addition is called an octave and the scaling factor is called lacunarity or omega. Very realistic height maps are generated by using five or more octaves and a lacunarity of 0.5. Figure 5 shows a rendering of a terrain using a Perlin Noise height map. Terrain generated with the Perlin Noise algorithm.
Hill Algorithm
A way to get a very characteristic terrain is to make random circular displacements to a plane as developed by [Nys00] . Its possible to use spheres as primitives but better results can be achieved by using paraboloids which will be described here. Starting with a flat terrain a random point C with coordinates (C x , C y , C z ) is selected. Another random value r between a predefined minimum and maximum is picked to form the radius for a paraboloid which is positioned at the point C. We now sample a point A with coordinates (A x , A y , A z ) over the plane to get height values A y which are calculated as follows.
The result will be a rounded bump. Now to generate a more complex terrain, we need to repeatedly add a number of these random hills. Figure 6 shows the terrain after different numbers of iterations. There are of course some issues that have to be kept in mind. The above equation results in negative values if the point being calculated is farther from the center point C than the radius r. When this happens, it has to be ignored, that means only positive values are drawn. Secondly when two hills overlap, we add their heights to each other. This gives nice amorphous lumps instead of obvious perfectly round bumps. To get realistic terrains at least 1000 iterations are necessary and applying a smoothing afterwards removes jagged artifacts as we also discuss in section 5. A lot of variations can be gained by changing the minimum and maximum of the hills. In Figure 7 10000 iterations and a maximum hill size of 40 have been used to create this rendering of a 512 by 512 height map.
Fault Algorithm
This algorithm was the first one with fractal properties to be used for terrain generation.
First it generates a random line across the landscape and raises the height on one Since this algorithm depends mainly on the randomly chosen line the distribution of the random numbers influence the look of the terrain a lot. If a lot of lines are very close to each other we get a stair-like artifact which might look unnatural. At least 1000 iterations are needed to get reasonable height maps and still it contains quite sharp contours so a smoothing as we discuss in section 5 is recommended. Instead of just raising the height sharply we could also replace this with a smoother function like sine or cosine. This gives more wider mountains and valleys and no smoothing afterwards is required. Of course other functions are possible too.
A rendering of a terrain with 2000 iterations and constant displacement amount can be seen in figure 8. Smoothing has been applied to remove sharpness caused by closely lying lines. Terrain generated with the Fault Algorithm and smoothing applied.
Paul Bourke [Bou00] has applied the fault algorithm to spheres which creates very realistic planets.
Midpoint Displacement
The Midpoint Displacement Algorithm was developed by Loren Carpenter [FFC82] to be used for modeling a planetary surface. While it is basically a repeating polygon subdivision on a terrain grid it approximates Brownian motion and creates a fractal signal which gives the irregular and realistic look. There are mainly three versions which give slightly different results.
The first one is executed on triangles, but since that creates regular artifacts because of the different lengths of the sides of the triangles, the two better versions with quads are described here.
1. The Square-Square Algorithm starts out with a plane square defined by four vertices. The next step is to split it up into a two by two grid which creates five new vertices. Each new vertex is now displaced in height by a random value. These steps are now recursively repeated until a given limit.
2. The Diamond-Square Algorithm alternately subdivides the grid in a diamond step and a square step. The diamond step generates a new point in the middle of each quad and the square step does the same in the middle of each "diamond" as described before.
The displacement amount d of the newly generated points is of course depending on the recursion depth n. Furthermore it is gaussianly distributed and influenced by a roughness value H. The following equation shows how these values are related to each other.
H can range from 0 to 1 and modifies the roughness of the terrain. Values close to zero create more turbulent height data with more spikes while values close to one make the terrain flatter and the noise smoother. Figure 9 shows a rendering of a terrain generated with the Diamond-Square Algorithm on a 512 by 512 height map.
It may be necessary to apply post processing to the results to even out unnaturally looking spikes by smoothing. Methods to do this will be explained in the next section.
Post processing
None of the artificially created terrains look really satisfying. Very often one would like to add certain features to it. These could be global modifications like Terrain generated with the Midpoint Displacement Algorithm.
smoothing out or adding noise to the surface. These operations can easily be applied to a regular grid by using filter kernels as described in section 3.4 over the whole height map.
Other than that one might want to see special parts in the terrain, like a riverbed, a terrace or the results of an erosion. These could be added by combining two different terrains, one containing the general structure and the other represents that special feature we want to add. Next these two options are examined in detail.
Filtering
As we described before a terrain can be represented as a two-dimensional grid and on such a data structure we can easily apply an operation to modify the values at each grid point. This technique is called convolution and it works the same as if an image would be blurred using an image processing software. We select a filter for the wanted operation and we apply over all the grid points to calculate the new height values for the resulting terrain. Some possible operations will be explained now.
Smoothing uses a Gaussian or Average filter which sets neighboring height values closer to each other. Most artificial terrain algorithms produce a very rough structure and may contain spikes or sharp edges and therefore need to be smoothed out. This operation is probably the most important one. Of course the opposite exists as well, that is applying a noise filter to remove smoothness and create roughness, but this is not very often used.
Canyonize widens areas at the top to create valleys and canyons. Therefore the slope in the middle height areas becomes very high and long thin mountains appear.
Glaciate is the opposite of Canyonize. It widens the grid points with low values which results in very large plains and only a few but sharp mountains. This has to be used carefully because it could create too much spikes which do not look natural. Using Canyonize and Glaciate together results in the high and the low areas widened which leaves only flat valleys and mountains and the walls are extremely cliffy.
M idlandP lateaus or T errace is a nice method to generate terrains to be used in computer games because there a lot of flat areas at different height are necessary. A certain height with a small tolerance amount is picked and all grid points having this height are selected. Now the neighboring vertices with a certain distance are selected too and set to the same height as the original ones. With this we get a flat area at a certain height.
ClampHeights is a very simple but also very important operation. It starts either at the highest or the lowest height value and processes the next lowest or highest grid point up to a certain amount. The affected grid points are then merged together, that means they are set to the same height and the terrain is flattened at the top or the bottom.
Invert mirrors heights at the exact middle producing a flipped terrain. This might be helpful to convert spiky mountains to chasms and produce rounded hills out of valleys.
Here we only described the most often used ones, of course there are many more. Theoretically any kind of filter is possible and some of these filter operations use rather complicated kernels and may also consist of more than one operation.
Combining
Often a single terrain does not give sufficient results, so it is necessary to merge different ones together to get the characteristics of both. There are different types of combining two height maps, which basically represent a mathematical function that inputs the height values at a Point P (P x , P y ) of the two terrains and outputs the result of the function in a third height map. Theoretically any mathematical operation is possible but the most used ones are Average, Multiplication, Subtraction, Exponentiation and Arctangent. Of course it can be modified how strongly or weakly one of the two terrains is influenced in this operation by just multiplying it with a weighting factor. Figure 10 shows an example of a multiplication of two height maps to embed a river into a spiky terrain.
The possibility of merging two terrains is very powerful and it can be improved even further, if we use filterings and mergings in combination. A queue can be created to process terrain operations and combinations sequentially. The approach we use is comparable to a directed acyclic graph which uses glyphs to represent each processing step as a node. These glyphs can then be wired together to create a pipeline of terrain maps and operators. Usually the model of the final glyph is then visualized using a technique we describe in the next section or directly written to a file.
Model Visualization
Finally when the model is done, it has to be displayed somehow. We assume the data has been prepared for visualization, that is an evenly distribution of height data over the surface. A lot of methods for visualization exist, the two most important ones are described here.
Meshes
The most straightforward way of rendering three-dimensional data is to represent the terrain data as polygons. In case of a regular grid quads would be used and in case of a triangulated irregular network, we would obviously use triangles. Then a direct perspective viewing transformation of the stored height values is calculated. If the number of polygons is not too high, this can usually be rendered in real time, which allows direct user interaction. The perspective transformation gives a simple depth cueing due to the mesh lines becoming denser if we do not used filled polygons but only a wire frame display. These effects generally require that the mesh density approaches that of the viewing device, or at least that the projection of the mesh onto the viewing plane is close to the resolution of the device.
Shaded renderings
Using a photo realistic rendering approach like ray tracing provides renderings with even higher realism. There are different lighting and shading models which can reduce and even remove the patchiness of the grid surface by interpolating the color intensities and the positions between the vertices. The result is a really smooth and rounded terrain without artifacts caused by the regular grid structure. The three-dimensional images used in this paper have been rendered using a ray tracing approach with radiosity to simulate global illumination.
Conclusion
In this paper the three basic methods of acquiring height information to be used for terrain rendering have been presented after a general introduction to terrain modeling has been given. Terrain models can either be represented as a two-dimensional regular grid, where every grid point has height value attributed or as a triangulated irregular network, which are mainly vertices connected to each other like in a mesh of triangles.
Acquiring and enhancing of real world data deals with digital terrain models representing a certain area of earth. Usually satellites or airplanes take pictures or measure the distance to the ground to get the height information. In case of pictures a lot of enhancement has to be done, since they are provided not only in different wavelengths, formats and size, but may also be lacking details in certain areas. These missing data can be evened out by using different interpolation techniques.
Modeling a terrain by oneself allows to create the surface exactly the way one wants it to be. A software which provides different tools like a painting software may be used to "draw" on the threedimensional surface like on a grey scaled image in two dimensions. The most important tools like raising, lowering and leveling have been explained. Modeling programs are often used for computer games where well defined terrains are required.
Generating height maps with iterating algorithms lets us create artificial terrains with a characteristic look. The algorithms we described are the Perlin Noise (see section 4.1) which is a function that outputs a coherent noise over the terrain area. By adding itself to the height map again but scaled down, a lot of details appear. Perlin Noise is a good method to create an evenly distributed number of valleys and hills. It is highly configurable by varying the random distribution, the number of additions and the scale factor.
Next the Hill Algorithm (see section 4.2) has been explained which is an iteration of the addition of spheres or paraboloids to a terrain grid. The radius and the position of these spheres or paraboloids is randomly distributed and influences the look of the terrain. The big problem of the hill algorithm is the lack of valleys, since the random distribution of the position after a lot of iterations is even. A possible solution to this would be, to not only add spheres or paraboloids, but also to subtract them. This of course can also be done by subtracting two terrain maps generated with the hill algorithm as we described in section 5.2.
The Fault Algorithm (see section 4.3) also is based on adding iterations. This time a random line is selected and grid points on one side are raised by a certain amount and points on the other side are lowered by the same amount. The algorithm is very slow because it needs a lot of iterations and in each one it has to operate on every grid point. Besides that it also lacks dominating valleys and mountains which could be improved by varying the displacement amount over the number of iterations.
Finally the Midpoint Displacement Algorithm (see section 4.4) is a repeating subdivision of a one by one grid. In each subdivision step the newly created vertices are displaced in height by a random amount. The resulting terrain is very detailed but may also contain very sharp edges and varying slopes, therefore smoothing should be applied. This algorithm is fast and very often used because it generates only a few mountains and surrounding valleys.
To improve the realism of terrains even further we can continue to operate on them. Two different types have been explained in section 5.
The convolution of a terrain map and a filter kernel globally modifies the values of the map points. Using different kinds of filters we can generate interesting features like riverbeds, canyons, or plateaus.
The other option to postprocess a terrain is to combine different ones together. The combination itself can be any mathematical operation which takes the corresponding grid points as input and outputs the result in a third height map. The big advantage is that the best features of each terrain can be merged together. Very different results are possible by using different operators and varying the influence of the input terrains.
Finally a postprocessing queue can be created by applying convolutions and combinations after each other. These operations can be wired together and represented as glyphs like an acyclic graph to exactly create the terrain one has in mind.
Important visualization techniques are real time rendering of polygon meshes and photo realistic rendering using ray tracing. The terrain is usually displayed in a perspective transformation to get a depth impression and different shading models make the terrain appear more or less realistic.
